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ABSTRACT 
 
 

 Multiple tectonic events are recorded in the McKinney Hills, Big Bend National 

Park, TX.  The region is underlain by Cretaceous through Eocene shallowly southwest 

dipping-limestones, sandstones, and shales, intruded by a 9 km by 3 km Oligocene-age 

alkali feldspar quartz syenite laccolith-sill complex.  Detailed mapping, kinematic 

analysis of brittle faults, and analysis of ASTER/aerial orthoimages were used to 

discriminate structures into different tectonic events and evaluate pluton construction as 

well as discriminate gross lithologies.  High angle-reverse faults, open folds, and 

monoclines trending N-NW characterize the oldest structures. West of the structural 

aureole of the intrusion, these open folds are attributed to regional Late Cretaceous-Early 

Tertiary Laramide contraction seen elsewhere in the park. Intrusion of augite-hornblende-

fayalite composite alkali feldspar quartz syenite occurred by multiple emplacement 

mechanisms.  Concordant host rock doming occurred on the W- and NW- margins.  The 

W-margin is defined by discordant contacts and ‘fingers’ protrude from the main 

intrusion at km- to m-scales.  A flat, shallowly-west-dipping floor of the intrusion is 

exposed on the E-margin. NW-trending mode I and high-angle normal oblique faults 

characterize the youngest structures in the area and are ascribed to regional Miocene 

Basin and Range extension. 

 Field evidence indicates that the intrusive suite was emplaced by a series of 

inflated sills and connecting risers ascending and propagating along N-trending, 

preexisting Laramide structures.  Along the NW margin, the intrusion concordantly 
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intruded bedding planes of the Pen Formation and lifted Upper Cretaceous through 

Eocene overburden forming a laccolith geometry.  Discordant intrusion-host rock contact

 relationships occur along the western and southern margins.  Exposures display host rock 

xenoliths incorporated into the intrusion, discordant bedding planes cut by the intrusion, 

local magmatic breccias, and intrusive ‘fingering’ at map to outcrop scales. 

 Mechanical modeling indicates the laccolith was emplaced at a near neutrally 

buoyant level and magma overpressure, on the order of 32 MPa, was used to lift a 

maximum of 1400 meters of overburden.  These results indicate that laccolith formation 

elevation and form in the Big Bend region may strongly be controlled by buoyancy and 

not local horizontal anisotropies.  Results also indicate that magmatism may in part be 

focused along pre-existing structures.  A comparison of fingered sheet peripheries at the 

Shonkin Sag laccolith, Montana and Henry Mts., Utah with McKinney Hills finger forms 

is attributed to not only viscosity contrasts with magma and host rocks as previous work 

from Pollard suggests, but the length of time which the magma has to crystallize.
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CHAPTER I 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
 

In 1877, G.K. Gilbert first described laccoliths as representing shallow-crustal 

level intrusive bodies that may dome their roof rocks during magma inflation of a sill or 

sill complex.  Since then, researchers have subdivided laccoliths and associated intrusions 

with descriptive terms including chonolith, lopolith, and cactolith (e.g., Daly, 1914, 1933; 

Grout, 1918; Hunt et al., 1953).  Corry (1988) summarized laccoliths by their mechanical 

properties with two end members, punched vs. Christmas-tree style seen in Figure 1.1.  

Christmas tree laccoliths dome overlying beds as opposed to punched laccoliths, which 

display no doming and displace beds upward via peripheral faults.  Characteristics 

common in all laccoliths (modified from Corry, 1988) are as follows:  (1) Laccoliths are 

formed by forcible intrusion in the shallow crust resulting in a concordant intrusion with 

an outward and/or upward deflected roof.  (2) Roof uplift occurs by forcible injection 

resulting from magma overpressure; therefore, laccoliths generally occur in the shallow 

crust where lithostatic loads are low. 

Implicit in most models of laccolith formation is the notion that the ascending 

magma reaches a point of neutral buoyancy within the crust and then begins to propagate 

laterally as a ‘sheet’ (e.g. Gilbert, 1877; Pollard, 1973; Corry, 1988).  Continual 

emplacement of magma at a rate faster than the sheet can laterally migrate promotes roof 

uplift.  This sheet-inflation model is attractive and works well when describing laccoliths 

in simple manners, as many laccoliths contain multiple, stacked sill complexes with 

variably domed roofs.  However, a number of laccoliths also show more complex 
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emplacement geometries.  Also, it is not always clear whether all magmas reach their 

level of neutral buoyancy within the crust, or at the paleo-depth as reconstructed. 

A number of laccoliths contain ‘finger-like’ dikes that emanate from the tips of 

the intrusion.  Observation of finger-like peripheral sills in field studies is not uncommon 

(eg. Hills, 1901; Hurlbut and Griggs, 1939; Tweto, 1951), but there have been few 

detailed structural analyses of these types of intrusions.  Pollard et al. (1975) first 

described how these ‘fingers’ initiated and why they took a specific form.   The Shonkin 

Sag laccolith, Montana, as described by Pollard et al. (1975), is composed of a main 

intrusive body, predominately mafic shonkinite, with ‘fingers’ extruding 100 meters in 

length, and widths of 3 to 5 meters that coalesce towards the main intrusion.  However, 

there have been few studies of this kind, leaving a gap relating this style of emplacement 

to other possible controls such as variable compositions of magma and overpressured 

intrusions and how they relate to the form (length and width) of these peripheral 

‘fingers’. 

In addition to the observation of more complex intrusive geometries around some 

laccoliths, there remain questions concerning the depth of initiation of sill inflation, and 

the relative buoyancy of the magma and overlying crust.  For example, if it can be shown 

that the relative host-rock/magma densities at the time of laccolith formation were not in 

equilibrium, why did the magma form a sill complex?  What processes controlled the 

siting of the laccoliths and what forces were responsible for roof uplift? 

The Trans Pecos region of west Texas contains numerous shallow-level igneous 

intrusions of various compositions as well as the product of caldera forming events 

(Henry et al., 1989).  Igneous activity began in the Late Cretaceous and continued 
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episodically through the Miocene (Breyer et al., 2006). Episodic magmatism occurred 

during transition from a contractional to an extensional strain regime related to western 

North American tectonics, over the period of 38 Ma to 24 Ma (Henry et al., 1989). 

Around 31 Ma is considered the marked transition in stress orientation as a result of 

tectonics (Muehlberger and Dickerson, 1989). Over 50 known shallow intrusions with 

laccolith characteristics exist in this area (Gazetteer of laccoliths, USGS), and some 

indication that this group displays ‘fingered’ sheet peripheries (e.g. Bee Mountain, Corry 

1988). 

This research evaluated the nature and mechanics of igneous intrusion into the 

shallow crust where the sedimentary succession overlying a laccolith is reasonably well 

constrained. Combined with detailed analysis of regional structures, this work will give 

insight to laccolith formation as well as evaluate the effects of preexisting deformation 

and syn-intrusional tectonic deformation on laccolith intrusion.  Also, the implications of 

Pollard et al. (1975) model for the form and initiation of finger sheet growth will be 

assessed for an intrusion that may have differing controls than the Shonkin Sag laccolith. 

The McKinney Hills laccolith, Big Bend National Park, represents an excellent 

field area to address these issues.  Both the floor and roof of the laccolith are exposed.  

Detailed stratigraphic and sedimentological studies by T. Lehman (unpublished mapping) 

allow for well-constrained cross section restorations that enable laccolith inflation models 

to be tested.  This research builds on the structural mapping of Zimmerman (2004) and 

adds regional structural analysis, interpretation, as well as detailed mapping at 1:10,000 

scale of the laccolith and host rocks. 
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Tectonic Setting 

 The Trans-Pecos region of west Texas, southern New Mexico, and northern 

Mexico has recorded four distinct tectonic events since the Late Paleozoic; summarized 

in Figure 1.2 (Muehlberger and Dickerson, 1989): 1) Late Paleozic shortening related to 

continental collision, 2) Late Cretaceous Laramide shortening associated with intra-

cratonal deformation and sedimentation, 3) Oligocene magmatism well in-board from the 

active subduction zone to the west, and 4) Miocene to present Basin and Range extension 

associated with continental rifting.  

Late Paleozoic shortening is characterized by the north-vergent Marathon fold and 

thrust belt which is a product of collisional deformation associated with the Ouachita-

Marathon orogeny (e.g. Muehlberger and Dickerson, 1989).  The Marathon fold and 

thrust belt occurs north of Big Bend National Park.  Limited exposures of probable Upper 

Paleozoic rocks occur in the northern tip of the park.  However, Paleozoic rocks and 

deformation is not observed in the McKinney Hills field of study and so will not be 

discussed further. 

The Late Cretaceous to Early Tertiary Laramide orogeny is thought to be the 

result of changes in plate convergence between the Farallon and North American plate 

and produced the next major episode of deformation in the region. Deposition of Early 

Cretaceous through Eocene limestones, claystones, and sandstones occurred following 

Paleozoic shortening up to and during the Laramide Orogeny, and records related 

deformation (estimated from dates from Maxwell et al., 1967; Lehman, 1991). In the 

Trans Pecos region, Laramide contraction is characterized by NNW trending asymmetric 

folds, monoclines, and high-angle reverse faults (Moustafa, 1983). Work by Price et al. 
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(1987), using dike and hydrothermal vein orientations from Eocene to Early Oligocene, 

predict a stress field oriented with a NNW-trending σ3 .  This orientation is consistent 

with many known Laramide-age features.  As will be discussed later, the western 

boundary of the Sierra del Carmen range is contained within the field area and is an 

impressive expression of a monocline with a basement rooted reverse fault (Moustafa, 

1983). 

The Laramide orogeny was followed by Early to Mid-Tertiary magmatism and 

volcanism throughout the Trans Pecos region.  Henry et al. (1989) indicate that Trans-

Pecos magmatic phases vary in volume and extent from about 48 Ma to 17 Ma, resulting 

in many volcanic centers and shallow level intrusions.  Table 1.1 (Henry et al., 1989) 

displays the various tectonic-phases of magmatism seen in the Trans Pecos and their 

relative nature of emplacement.  The main  phase (38-32 Ma) and early extensional phase 

(31-27 Ma) probably resulted in the emplacement of the McKinney Hills and related 

intrusions, but no clear age dating results exist for these intrusions.  Compositionally the 

region is divided into the western metaluminous and eastern alkalic belts (Barker 1977).   

Barker (1977) interprets this compositional zoning  to be the easternmost expression of 

magmatic activity as a result of North American-Farallon plate convergence (Henry and 

Price 1984).  Both silica-oversaturated and silica-undersaturated rocks coexist in the 

region and according to Hill and Barnes (1987) and Jungysuk (1977), suggest 

comagmatic relationships in intrusions on Slickrock Mountain and the Christmas 

Mountains.  Mass balance calculations, petrographic evidence, and trace-element analysis 

on Slickrock Mountain rocks indicate most likely a two parental magma source (Hill and 

Barnes, 1987).  Most intrusions in the Big Bend group probably have similar magma 
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sources, but the McKinney Hills intrusion is often genetically linked with Grapevine 

Hills and Rosillos mountain intrusions based on compositional similarities and spatial 

proximity.  

Beginning in the Miocene, reorganization of the Farallon and North American 

plate boundary from convergent to transform initiated Basin and Range style extensional 

deformation in the Trans-Pecos region. Basin and Range deformation is characterized by 

NW trending high-angle normal faulting, low-angle detachment faulting, Mode I 

fractures, and predominately right lateral strike-slip faulting.  Basin and Range 

extensional deformation overprints and/or reactivated older Laramide contractional 

structures.  Igneous and hydrothermal dikes of Miocene age (Price et al., 1987) along 

with calcite fault plane lineation analysis (Moustafa, 1983) along presumably Miocene 

normal faults are consistent with a NW-trending σ1 axis.  This stress field is parallel with 

many of the youngest structural orientations in the McKinney Hills.  

The following chapters will address structural field observations, remote sensing 

mapping methods, mechanical constraints on laccoliths emplacement, and a discussion of 

implications as a result of information from preceding chapters. 
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Figure 1.1 Punched versus Christmas-tree end member models for laccoliths from 
Corry (1988).
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Figure 1.2. Schematic diagrams illustrating the 4 major tectonic events that affected 

the Trans Pecos region since the Late Paleozoic.  McKinney Hills field 
area outlined in red.  Modified from Tauvers and Muehlberger (1989).
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Table 1.1. Magmatic-tectonic phases in Trans-Pecos Texas (from Henry et al., 1989). 
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CHAPTER II 

GEOLOGY OF THE MCKINNEY HILLS 
 
 

 The McKinney Hills field area is located in the Trans-Pecos region of Texas, 13 

kilometers NE of Big Bend National Park (BBNP) Headquarters at Panther Junction (see 

Figure 2.1) and covers an area approximately 29 square kilometers.  The field area 

includes Cretaceous through Eocene sedimentary rocks that are intruded by an Oligocene 

intrusion.  These rocks are overlain by Pliocene-Pleistocene gravels. The McKinney Hills 

intrusion is an elongate north-trending body with exposed dimensions 9.5 km by 4 km. 

Regional dip of sedimentary rocks in the field area is 10 degrees in the west-southwest 

direction, striking NNE to NNW. 

 Early study of BBNP began with Udden (1901) describing much of the 

stratigraphy of the region (Maxwell et al., 1967).  Significant work in BBNP and the 

McKinney Hills was published in 1967 by Maxwell et al. and focused on reevaluating the 

stratigraphy of Udden (1901), petrologic description, regional mapping, and an overall 

summary of the geology seen inside the park boundaries.  Arnold (1988) also completed 

a detailed study of the petrology of the McKinney Hills intrusion, including trace element 

and major oxide analysis for the intrusion.  Moustafa (1983) did regional mapping 

focusing on the Sierra del Carman range that also encompassed the McKinney Hills field 

area.  This study included characterization of much of the Laramide and Basin and Range 

deformation in this area of the park based on field mapping and aerial photograph 

analysis. Host rock fracture analysis on the N and NW portions of the intrusion was 

completed by Zimmerman (2005).  T. Lehman has conducted 1:24,000 scale regional 
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mapping of the McKinney Springs and quadrangle sheet and focused on identifying the 

formational boundaries of the various Cretaceous through Eocene sedimentary rocks 

(personal communication). 

Host Rock Stratigraphy 

 The stratigraphy of the McKinney Hills field area is comprised of Upper 

Cretaceous and Tertiary mudstones, sandstones, and limestones that fill the Laramide-age 

intermontane Tornillo Basin (Lehman, 1991). The Tornillo Basin deepens to the SE and 

is bounded on the East by the Sierra del Carmen range. Stratigraphy observed in the field 

area from oldest to youngest includes: the Turonian-Coniacian Boquillas, Coniacian-

Santonian Pen, Santonian-Campanian Aguja, Edmontonian-Lancian Javelina, Puercan-

Clarkforkian Black Peaks, Wasatchian Hannold Hill, and Bridgerian-Uintan Canoe 

Formations (Lehman, 1991; Maxwell, 1967).  Relative thickness, unconformities, 

lithologies, and location of McKinney Hills intrusive suite are shown in Figure 2.2. 

Boquillas Formation 

 The Boquillas Formation is separated into San Vicente and Ernst members 

according to Udden (1901).  The upper portions of the San Vicente member are exposed 

in the eastern and some of the western portions of the McKinney Hills field area.  The 

San Vicente member is a silty, flaggy limestone with siltstone and calcareous clay.  The 

limestone is bluish-gray on fresh surfaces and light yellow to orange buff on weathered 

surfaces.  The Boquillas is 120 meters thick at the Hot Springs outcrop approximately 19 

km southeast of the field area and was deposited from approximately 93 to 91 Ma 

(Maxwell et al., 1967).  Portions of the McKinney Hills intrusion are in concordant and 

discordant contact with the Boquillas Formation.  Mapping for this project indicates a 
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thicker section of Boquillas than previously mapped (Maxwell et al., 1967; Moustafa, 

1983) outcrops on the western side of the McKinney Hills.  This is verified by both field 

based and remote sensing observations discussed in Chapter III. 

Pen Formation 

 The Pen Formation is the principal unit into which the McKinney Hills pluton 

intruded.  It forms the majority of outrcrop along the NS-trending Tornillo drainage, on 

the western margin of the intrusion.  The Pen Formation is black, sometimes weathering 

yellow, shale with interbedded limestone ledges anywhere from 10 cm to 5 m thick 

(Maxwell et. al. 1967). Limestone concretions are common and can be as large as 4 m in 

diameter (Maxwell et. al., 1967).  The thickness is variable across the field area (see Plate 

I) ranging from 174 m approximately a mile north of the Banta Shut-In (southern tip of 

intrusion) to 119 m 2 to 3 miles north on the west side of Tornillo creek (Maxwell et al. 

1967).  At the farthest NW portion of McKinney Hills intrusion the Pen Formation is 67 

meters thick. Upper portions of the Pen Formation grade into marine sandstones.  Locally 

the shale can be altered to dense, black hornfels when in close proximity to the 

McKinney Hills intrusion although no metamorphic minerals are visible in hand sample.  

This hornfelsic zone is no more than 10 meters in map extent from the intrusion. The Pen 

Formation is in both concordant and discordant contact with the McKinney Hills 

intrusion.  The age of Pen Formation deposition is estimated to be from 91 to 88 Ma 

(Maxwell et al., 1967).  

Aguja Formation 

 The Aguja Formation conformably overlies the Pen Formation. The contact is 

placed at a basal a yellow marine sandstone approximately 6.7 m thick (Maxwell et al., 
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1967).  The Aguja consists of alternating yellow-brown to yellow-grey sandstone with 

fossiliferous marine clay and ironstone concretions (Maxwell et. al., 1967).  Marine 

shales and sandstones grade into continental sandstone and mudstone with flood plain 

paleosols (Lehman, 1989).  Terrestrial deposits are ripple and cross-bedded sands 

interbedded with green-grey mudstone with calcareous nodules (field observations; 

Lehman, 1989).  The Aguja is shown to be 357 meters thick by Maxwell et al. (1967) in 

the field area and is estimated to have been deposited from 88 to 70 Ma (Maxwell et al., 

1967) 

Javelina Formation 

The Javelina Formation conformably lies above the Aguja Formation and is 

primarily mudstone with lenticular lenses of yellow-grey, yellow-brown, and dark-brown 

channel sandstone (Maxwell et. al., 1967).  The sandstone lenses are highly variable in 

thickness and distribution.  The mudstone consists of bentonitic fluvial floodplain and 

paleosols and alternates in color from maroon, green, grey, olive, and brown (Lehman, 

1989).  Depositional systems for the Javelina Formation are thought to be continental 

fluvial and lacustrine environments. The thickness of the Javelina is 82.5 meters at 

McKinney Hills (Maxwell et al., 1967) and has an estimated age of deposition from 70 to 

67 Ma (Lehman, 1991). 

Black Peaks Formation 

 The Paleocene Black Peaks Formation lies conformably above the Javelina 

Formation and spans the boundary between the Cretaceous and Tertiary (Maxwell et al., 

1967).  The formation consists of alternating layers of cross-bedded sandstones and gray 

to white stream channels and floodplain deposits (Lehman, 1989).  At the base of the 
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Black Peaks is a cross-bedded sandstone-conglomerate that grades up section to 

interbedded sandstones with dark gray to maroon clays.  At McKinney Hills the Black 

Peaks Formation is 232 meters thick (Maxwell et al., 1967) and has an estimated age 

from 67 to 57 Ma (Lehman, 1991).   

Hannold Hill Formation 

 The Eocene Hannold Hill Formation conformably lies above the Black Peaks 

formation and consists of cross-bedded green-maroon-gray mudstones, sandstones, and 

conglomerates (Lehman, 1991).  Channel sands and conglomerates are gray-brown-white 

with black chert and limestone pebbles (Maxwell et al. 1967).  The Hannold Hill 

Formation is the only Tertiary formation that contains lignite beds (Maxwell et al. 1967).  

The thickness of the Hannold Hill Formation is 254 meters at the rock crusher locality 

near McKinney Hills (Maxwell et al. 1967) and its estimated age is from 57 to 51 Ma 

(Lehman, 1991). 

Canoe Formation 

 The Eocene Canoe Formation unconformably lies above the Hannold Hill 

Formation and consists of cross-bedded and conglomeratic sandstones interbedded with 

red-purple-gray-maroon mudstone with white calcareous tuffs, and basaltic lava flows 

towards the upper portions of the formation (Lehman 1992).  A prominent conglomeratic 

and cross-bedded sandstone unit known as the Big Yellow Sandstone, lies on an erosional 

surface and is the basal unit of the Canoe Formation. Maxwell et al. (1967) measured 354 

meters of Canoe Formation at the type locality in southeastern Tornillo flat near 

McKinney Hills.  The age of the Canoe Formation is estimated to be from 51 to 46 Ma 

(Lehman, 1991).  It should be noted that the Canoe thins to the north and west and may 
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have a considerable thickness variation during the intrusion of the McKinney Hills 

laccolith.  Deposition of the Canoe Formation could possibly have been contemporaneous 

with the intrusion of the McKinney Hills and related intrusions due to age relationships, 

so in interpreting the lithostatic load, a range of thickness values is used.  This formation 

may record late changes in the nature and shape of Tornillo basin as a result of 

subsequent intrusion of Oligocene igneous rocks.  

Intrusive Rocks 

McKinney Hills Intrusive Suite 

 The McKinney Hills intrusive suite outcrops in the center of the field area to the 

west of the Sierra del Carman range.  The intrusive system is composed of a main 

compositionally zoned intrusion that makes up the highest topographic relief of the field 

area, with sills and riser dikes randomly oriented throughout.  According to Arnold 

(1988), the McKinney Hills intrusion is composed of three distinct phases based on 

observed textural and lithologic changes…: 1) main phase, 2) marginal phase, 3) dike 

phase.   

The main phase is an alkali-feldspar syenite with lesser augite, hornblende, and 

fayalite, and occurs in central portions of the intrusion.  This main phase sits structurally 

stacked above the lower marginal phase, as observed on eastern margins.  The marginal 

phase is an alkali-feldspar quartz syenite with accessory aergerine-augite and crystallized 

from a more evolved magma source (Arnold, 1988).  These two phases weather similarly 

and can be difficult to discriminate in field observations.  The marginal phase tends to 

weather slightly orange opposed to orange-red of the main phase and both tend to result 

in spheriodal weathering patterns (Figure 2.3). In hand specimens, marginal and main 
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phase intrusive rocks are fine to very fine grained with anhedral to subhedral crystals.  An  

exception to this is a composition seen at a few localities in the marginal phase that has 1-

4 mm subhedral to euhedral phenocrysts of potassium feldspar, but is rarely observed and 

may be a dike phase.  Petrographically, the marginal phase has slightly larger, elongate 

crystals of alkali feldspar compared to the main phase, which is composed of finer equant 

grains. 

The dike phase, as described by Arnold, crosscuts marginal compositions and is a 

riebecktite-rich alkali-feldspar granite.  Variable textures can be seen within dike phases 

throughout the field area ranging from porphyritic with 1-4mm phenocrysts of potassium 

feldspar to aphanitic.  The distribution of textures in the dike phase probably reflects 

multiple pulses of magmatic activity. 

Structure of McKinney Hills 

Pre-Oligocene Structures 

The oldest structures in the field are asymmetric open folds exposed west of the 

McKinney Hills intrusion (Figure 2.4).  The folds form synclines and anticlines that are 

located west of Tornillo creek and affect Upper Cretaceous strata of the Pen and Aguja 

Formations (Figure 2.4 & 2.5). Cross section B to B’ (Plate II) shows one of these 

observed folds.  Exposed fold axes range in length from 0.5 km to 0.1 km, have a ½ 

wavelength of 0.15 km, and amplitude of approximately 60 m.  Plunge directions of these 

folds are concealed by Quaternary gravel deposits.  Axial surfaces of the folds dip steeply 

toward the west and trend N14W (Figure 2.6, stereonet).  These folds are cross cut by 

normal faults and mode I fractures and are truncated to the north by deformation related 

to intrusion emplacement.  Similar folds, in orientation and scale, were mapped by 
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Moustafa (1988) east of the field area in the Boquillas and Buda Formations and are also 

crosscut by normal faults (shown on Geologic map, Plate I). 

Structures associated with Oligocene Magmatism  

Contact relations around the Oligocene McKinney Hills intrusion are variable and display 

both concordant and discordant geometries.  These field relationships indicate the 

complex nature of intrusion and the need to evaluate more complex models for magma 

emplacement. 

Concordant Contacts 

Concordant contacts relationships are such that host rock bedding planes have the 

same orientation as the pluton/host rock contact plane.  Host rock bedding orientations in 

close proximity to the western margin of the intrusion dip away from pluton/host rock 

contacts (Figure 2.7).  Dip angles range from 55° to 5° along the entire length of the 

western margin and generally are steepest closest to the contact grading shallower further 

away. Dip values are not consistent along the western margin and are much steeper on the 

NW portion of the intrusion and shallow to the south.  This zone of gradational deflection 

concordant to pluton/host rock contacts is consistent with laccolith roof uplift models and 

defines a mechanical aureole of deformation as seen in Figure 2.8.  Similar contact 

relationships are not seen on the eastern side of the intrusion because bedding dips 

beneath the pluton.  Intrusion orientation is such that the whole body dips to the west and 

basal portions are exposed and eroded on the eastern margin.  Dip values on the eastern 

side range from 34° to 17° and average 26° to the west. 
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Discordant Contacts 

 Discordant contact relationships with host rocks are observed locally on the 

western margin of the intrusion.  Bedding of host rock is only partially deflected if not 

completely truncated by elongate ‘fingers’ of intrusion (Figure 2.9 A & C).  Figure 2.10 

shows in map view the form of these ‘fingers,’ which truncate host rock bedding on both 

sides.  These ‘fingers’ protrude through the otherwise planar surface of bedding and 

exhibit, at least in surficial perspective, a similar width to height ratio in contrast with a 

much higher ratio seen in inflated sills.  Incorporated xenoliths of host rocks (Figure 2.9 

B) ranging from 1cm to several meters in length, are exposed at these outcrops.  

Xenoliths have been thermally altered by the intrusion and weather white-gray.  This 

relationship seems to be associated with the ‘finger’ structures, but outcrops like this are 

rare.  ‘Fingers’ range in scale from 650 m long by 350 m wide to 120 m long by 35 m 

wide.   

Dikes and sills of intrusive rock appear in mapped portions of the McKinney 

Hills.  Populations of these types of intrusives have a higher density above (western side) 

rather than below (eastern side) the main intrusion (Figure 2.11).  Riser dikes that connect 

sills at different structural levels range from 0.5 to 3 meters in width and crosscut bedding 

and at some localities within the main intrusion (Figure 2.12).  Dike orientations vary 

throughout the McKinney Hills (Figure 2.13; stereonet).  Sills range from 1 cm to several 

meters in thickness.  A main system of feeder dikes to the body of the intrusion is not 

exposed in the field area. 
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Post-Oligocene Structures 

 The youngest structures observed in the McKinney Hills are of  two types: (1) 

high-angle normal-dextral faulting, (2) mode I calcite filled fractures (Figures 2.14 & 

2.15).  Both observed structures crosscut the intrusion and are the most pervasive type of 

deformation seen in the field area. 

 Normal fault pole to plane mean attitude is N52W/80NE (Figure 2.16, stereonet) 

and have variable offsets ranging from 0.1 meter to much more than 100 meters in the 

dip-slip component and 0 to 160 meters of offset in the strike-slip component. However, 

only a few faults, such as one displacing the NW portion of the intrusion, have large 

visible displacement and most have very little displacement. Some faults with normal 

displacement also display related drag folds (Figure 2.14 C).  Many of the large valleys 

and drainage systems in McKinney Hills trend parallel to the normal faults and are 

probably a geomorphic result of these.  

Mode I fractures are seen throughout the field area in host and intrusive rocks 

(Figure 2.14 B).  Fractures have no offset and also often have gap-filling calcite.  

Fractures pole to plane mean orientation is N52W/76NE (Figure 2.17).   Cross Section A 

to A’ shows the amount of roof deflection by the laccolith at the NW margin of the 

intrusion.  This portion of the intrusion contains the strongest bedding deflection 

observed in McKinney Hills, dipping up to 55° and decreasing in intensity away from the 

contact.  Also, the section depicts an oblique view of the many ‘fingers’ and sills related 

to intrusion growth on the western side.
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Figure 1.2. McKinney Hills field location map (from The University of Texas at Austin Bureau of Economic Geology, 

Geologic atlas of Texas, Emory Peak-Presidio sheet, 1979).  Big Bend group of shallow intrusives and 
volcanics shown in red and pink.
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Figure 2.2. Stratigraphic section of host rocks at McKinney Hills and Grapevine Hills 

(modified from measured sections by Maxwell et al. 1967).  The 
McKinney Hills intrusion is in contact with upper Boquillas and lower Pen 
Formations.  The Grapevine Hills intrusion was emplaced approximately 
151 meters from the base of the Javelina Formation.
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Figure 2.3. Field photos of spheroidal weathering pattern commonly seen in 
McKinney Hills intrusive rocks (Photos by Aaron Yoshinobu).
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Figure 2.4. Anticline and synclines observed in Cretaceous rocks on western side of 
intrusion.  Axial surface trends are shown in purple and trend N14W. Kb= 
Boquillas Fm., Kp= Pen Fm., Kag= Aguja Fm., Ti1= main phase intrusive 
syenite, Ti2= marginal phase intrusive syenite, Qal2=older Quaternary 
gravels, Qal1= Quaternary alluvium.  (see Plate I for complete legend)
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Figure 2.5. Field photographs of folds present in western portion of study area.  A) Panoramic photo viewed from 
approximately 315 to 90 degrees azimuth showing North trending anticline and syncline pair in  western margin 
of field area.  McKinney Hills intrusive rocks make up the highest relief topography to the NE.  B) Syncline 
trending North.  Red line approximates uniform contact surface.
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Figure 2.6. Rose histogram of 5 axial surface fold axis trends.  Mean orientation of 
fold axis trend N14W.
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Figure 2.7. 180 degree panoramic of concordant deflection of host rock.  Standing on NW portion of intrusion view is 
looking out towards host rock of Aguja and Javelina Formations.  Dashed red line approximates subsurface 
intrusion contact.  Yellow and purple lines trace uniform bedding surface.  (Photograph by A. Yoshinobu)
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Figure 2.8. Simplified geologic map of McKinney Hills intrusion with form lines.  
Red dashed line delineates extent of mechanical deformation aureole as a 
result of roof uplift.  Bedding concordantly dips away from intrusion 
contact surface. Kb= Boquillas Fm., Kp= Pen Fm., Kag= Aguja Fm., Kj= 
Javelina Fm., Tbp= Black Peaks Fm., Thh= Hannold Hill Fm., Tcf= 
Canoe Fm., Ti1= main phase intrusive syenite, Ti2= marginal phase 
intrusive syenite, Qal2= older Quaternary gravels, Qal1= Quaternary 
alluvium.  (see Plate I for complete legend)
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Figure 2.9. Field photographs showing contact relationship between intrusion and host 
rock.  A) Highly deflected (~85° dip) host rock (blue)  intrusive rock 
(orange); B) host rock dipping beneath the intrusion with xenoliths 
(highlighted in purple) of host rock in intrusion; C) bedding of host rock 
truncated at snout of intrusion; D)  corrugated contact with intrusion above 
host rock.
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Figure 2.10. Map view and cross section of intrusion along western margin.  Bedding 
along the sides of the elongate forms are discordantly truncated.  Larger 
fingers are around 650 meters long by 350 meters wide.  Smaller fingers 
are on the order of 120 meters long by 35 meters wide.  Kb= Boquillas 
Fm., Kp= Pen Fm., Kag= Aguja Fm., Ti1= main phase intrusive syenite, 
Ti2= marginal phase intrusive syenite, Qal2= older Quaternary gravels, 
Qal1= Quaternary alluvium.  (see Plate I for complete legend)
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Figure 2.11. Map view of populations of sills and dikes above (western side) and below 
(eastern side) the intrusion floor.
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Figure 2.12. Field photographs of sill and riser dike systems cross-cutting host rocks.  
A)  0. 75 meter wide sub-vertical dike with 0.5 meter sill feeding into it.  
B) Igneous sill intruding below massive ledge forming sandstone. C) 
Another riser/sill dike exposure similar to one in A. D) 2.5 meter wide 
sub-vertical dike with offset near top at Banta Shut-in. E)  2 meter wide 
dike with large offset.
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Figure 2.13. Stereographic projection scatter plot of poles to planes for all igneous 
dikes seen at McKinney Hills. 
n=1
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Figure 2.14. Field photographs of normal faulting.  A) Normal fault with 
approximately 3.5 meters offset. B) Mode I fractures in Pen Formation 
with some calcite filling.  C) Drag fold related to normal offset.
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Figure 2.15. Field photo and inset map (in red box) showing right-lateral offset in strike 
slip fault.  Aguja Formation (right of fault in photo) moved towards 
viewer relative to Pen Formation (left of fault).   See Plate I for complete 
legend of map inset.
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Figure 2.16. Stereographic projection of poles to planes for all fault planes seen at 
McKinney Hills.  Scatter plot with mean orientation plane (purple).  Mean 
attitude: N52W/80NE 

  n=25
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Figure 2.17. Stereographic projection of pole to planes for all Mode I fractures seen at 
McKinney Hills.  Scatter plot with mean orientation plane (purple). Mean 
attitude: N52W/76NE 
n=29
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CHAPTER III 

REMOTE SENSING 
 
 

Introduction 

 Remote sensing is the science and art of obtaining information about an object, 

area, or phenomenon (such as surface exposures of lithological units) through the 

analysis of data acquired by a device that is not in contact with the object, area, or 

phenomenon under investigation (Lillesand et al., 2004). In the discipline of remote 

sensing, instruments sensitive to a wide range of visible and other electromagnetic 

wavelengths (Figure 3.1) are used to infer surface properties (such physical chemistry or 

temperature) across regions of interest. Most commonly, remote sensing involves the 

examination and processing of satellite and aerial images through the use of specialized 

imaging software.  Field-based geologic mapping, such as that accomplished in this 

project, is the single most useful and accurate way to survey in detail the Earth’s surface, 

but recent advances in technology have allowed remote sensing techniques to play much 

larger a role in geologic mapping. 

 The study area mapped in this project will be evaluated for the effectiveness and 

utility of remote sensing methods in depicting the surface distribution of 

lithologic/petrologic units as well as gross structural fabrics. 

Lithologic Mapping 

 The McKinney Hills is as an excellent candidate for regional lithologic mapping 

using remote sensing because 1) the climate of the location is arid, reducing the influence 

of vegetation cover on rock exposure, 2) several distinct lithologies (sandstone, 
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mudstone, limestone, and intrusives) are present with good correlation to stratigraphic 

units and formations, and 3) structural analysis and field mapping of the region was 

already available, and thus remotely-sensed results could be verified directly field. The 

images and methods used in the remote mapping segment of this project are described 

below. 

Data generated by the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection 

Radiometer (ASTER) imaging instrument were used in this project to assist in 

discrimination between lithologic boundaries in the McKinney Hills region.  The ASTER 

sensor represents a cooperative effort between NASA and Japan’s Ministry of 

International Trade and Industry, and is mounted on board the U.S. Terra satellite 

(Lillesand et al., 2004).  The ASTER imaging instrument consists of three distinct 

subsystems: 1) a Visible and Near Infrared (VNIR) sensor, 2) a Short Wave Infrared 

(SWIR) sensor, and 3) a Thermal Infrared (TIR) sensor. The three subsystems image 

within fourteen spectral bands, discontinuously recording relative reflectance through the 

wavelength range .52 μm to 11.65 μm.  Each subsystem has its own spatial-resolution 

and spectral bandwidth characteristics; these attributes are summarized in Table 3.1. 

ASTER image AST_L1B_003_05042000175512_04192003223231 is used in this 

project for all lithologic data analysis.  The image is an “L1B” data_base; such databases 

are stored in Hierarchal Data Format (HDF) and differ from L1A files in that they have 

radiometric and geometric coefficients already applied (as opposed to databases that 

merely consist of raw data) (ASTER User Handbook, ?).  L1B images are projected onto 

a rotated map in full instrument resolution (15 x 15 m pixels) and include registration of 

SWIR and TIR data to VNIR data as well as correction of parallax errors (ASTER User 
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Handbook,?).  Output of such files are viewed using digital imagery software as pixels 

assigned with Digital Numbers (DN’s), which are a function of reflectance characteristics 

of the surface materials corresponding to each pixel location. 

Figure 3.2 is a color composite image presenting three channels of ASTER data, 

with spectral bands 3, 2, and 1 assigned to the colors red, green, and blue (or 321:RGB) 

respectively (see Table 3.1).  In this image, certain lithological units can be discriminated 

from others, such as intrusion vs. host rocks, and the Boquillas (limestone) Formation 

versus Pen (mudstone) Formation, when compared to mapped portions of the field area. 

However this composite is not the ideal band/color combination to accomplish optimum 

discrimination between exposed units of interest;  laboratory spectral data, which are 

discussed further below, illustrate the basis for this conclusion.  Figure 3.3 shows a color 

composite image plotted with spectral bands 4,3, and 2 assigned to primary colors red, 

green, and blue (or 432:RGB) respectively.  That is, Band 4 (wavelength range 1.6-1.7 

μm) is assigned to red, Band 3 (wavelength range .76-.86 μm) is assigned to green, and 

Band 2 (wavelength range .63-.69 μm) is assigned to blue, and these three shades of color 

are then combined on the basis of standard RGB additive color theory (Lillesand et al., 

2004).  The resulting image correlates well with approximate lithological contacts of 

sandstone, mudstone, limestone, igneous intrusives, and gravel deposits known from field 

mapping.   Other spectral band/color combinations were generated from various ASTER 

channels, but were deemed less effective regarding the discrimination of mapped 

lithologic boundaries (relative to the 432:RGB combination).  Some ASTER channels did 

not correspond to wavelength ranges within which units could be clearly distinguished or, 
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in the case of longer wavelength band combinations, did not have the necessary spatial 

resolution (see Table 3.1) to properly depict geological units of interest. 

Supervised Image Classification 

 Figure 3.4 is a supervised image classification of ASTER data generated using the 

PCI Geomatica Software package (PCI, 2005).  In supervised image classifications, the 

user chooses “training sites” for each class of interest; the numerical characteristics 

(DN’s) of these sites are then used to automatically identify pixels with similar 

characteristics.  For example, known mapped locations of Pen Formation mudstone were 

chosen to be assigned to mudstone and the classification program then matched all other 

pixel locations with similarly assigned DN’s and placed them in the mudstone class.  

Input data used as a basis for classification were ASTER bands 2,3,4,5,6, and 7, as other 

combinations were attempted but were not as successful.  This band combination utilizes 

spectral-wavelength ranges within which lithological classes tend to differ most, and 

avoids use of coarsest data generated by the ASTER instrument.  Classes utilized were as 

follows:  mudstone, sandstone (Aguja Formation specific), limestone, Quaternary 

alluvium, intrusives: alkali-feldspar quartz syenite, alkali-feldspar syenite and a null class 

for pixel DN’s dissimilar to those that characterize the above classes.  The resulting 

classified database (Figure 3.4) successfully differentiates between lithologies of interest, 

on the basis of qualitative comparison with the results of field based mapping efforts.  At 

this scale the classified image has grouped predominant lithologies of stratigraphic 

formations and intrusive rock.  This can be an effective tool for predicting gross lithology 

on the scale of tens of meters, but does not depict outcrop scale variations in lithology. 
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Laboratory Spectrometer Analysis and Comparison with ASTER Data 

The predominant lithologies of the Boquillas (white-gray-orange limestone), Pen  

(black mudstone), Aguja (yellow-grey sandstone) formations, and main phase intrusive 

(red-dark red alkali feldspar syenite), marginal phase intrusive (orange-gray alkali 

feldspar quartz syenite), late dike intrusive (dark red alkali feldspar granite) rocks were 

sampled from the field.  Spectral reflectance characteristics were measured in the 

laboratory from hand samples of these units for wavelengths 0.4 μm to 2.5 μm using a 

handheld spectrometer (FieldSpec® 3) and graphically plotted with corresponding 

ASTER Bands 4, 3, and 2 highlighted (Figures 3.5 and 3.6).  Each rock sample was 

scanned in multiple locations in order to determine the spectral differences between 

weathered and fresh surfaces, with the reflectance characteristics of weathered surfaces 

being the most relevant to the study. 

The variance of lab-measured reflectance values for each rock in wavelength 

ranges corresponding to ASTER Bands 4, 3, and 2 confirms field lithology characteristics 

and spatial relations depicted in the DN’s of ASTER data although the utilized ASTER 

data are merely relative data and not calibrated to reflectance.  Sandstone has relatively 

high reflectance in the mid-infrared wavelength range corresponding to ASTER Band 4 

and low values in those of visible and near-infrared Bands 2 and 3 (Figure 3.5), resulting 

in a pink hue in the 432:RGB ASTER image (Figure 3.3).  Limestone has high 

reflectance values in wavelength ranges corresponding to ASTER Bands 4,3, and 2 

(Figure 3.3) resulting in a white hue in the 432:RGB ASTER image (Figure 3.3).  

Mudstone has lower reflectance values for all ASTER wavelength ranges, bands but is 

highest in Band 2 (Figure 3.5) resulting in a blue shade on the 432:RGB ASTER image 
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(Figure 3.3).  Intrusive rocks alkali-feldspar syenite and alkali-feldspar quartz syenite are 

spectrally distinct from host rocks in correlative ASTER Band 4, 3, and 2, but are similar 

to each depending on how weathered the exposures are (Figure 3.6).  The igneous dike 

sampled is relatively low in spectral reflectance in the sampled wavelengths and behaves 

much like the mudstone.  The dike may not be observed in the ASTER image because 1) 

it is too spectrally similar to mudstone and other intrusive host rocks which it intrudes or 

more critically, 2) lack of resolution to image a dike that is only ~1.5 meters wide and has 

a subvertical outcrop.  Weathered samples collected at the study area have higher spectral 

reflectance percentages, but overall curve shapes are maintained.  Absorption by water at 

wavelengths 1.4 μm and 1.9 μm is apparently observed in the graphs, but the effect is 

minimized since the spectrometer was held in close enough contact to the sample to 

reduce atmospheric scatter/absorption. Calibration problems of sub-sensors in the 

FieldSpec3 instrument are observed as slight shifts in all graphs at 1 μm and 1.8 μm, but 

these effects are negligible with regard to the overall trends in the spectral reflectance 

curves.  One source of error when comparing satellite data to lab data is the inability of 

the lab spectrometer to account for atmospheric and vegetative spectral effects that would 

be seen in the ASTER image.  Real-world reflectance characteristics of pixels are a 

function of multiple classes whose spectra are combined linearly or non-linearly.  The 

results in the lab-based analysis given above are presented merely to confirm that there is 

a spectral basis for lithological discrimination of geological units of interest using the 

ASTER database. 
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Structural Mapping 

NDVI Database Generated from Aerial Orthophotos 

 A composite image of aerial orthophoto files d290340_3_mkinney, 

d290340_4_mkinney, d290348_1_royspeak, and d290348_2_royspeak from Texas 

Natural Resources Information System (TNRIS) database was used to construct a 

Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) image for the McKinney Hills field 

area.  The original data were collected during the agricultural growing season of 2004 on 

November 4th as apart of the National Agriculture Imagery Project (NAIP) contracted by 

the Farm Service Agency of United States Department of Agriculture.  The aerial remote 

sensing system utilized recorded digital orthoimagery in wavelength bands corresponding 

to the Near-Infrared (~.7-1.3μm), Red (.6-.7μm), and Green (.5-.6μm)  ranges with 1 

meter spatial resolution.  Images are stored on the TNRIS website as quarter-quads in 

mr.sid compression format, and thus data of the McKinney Hills region had to be 

imported into Arc GIS and combined (as a mosaic) into a single image. 

 Once a compiled image of the whole study area was generated, the data were 

transferred to the PCI Geomatica software package to create the NDVI database.  An 

NDVI database is created for a region of interest through the following image-arithmetic 

procedure:  

 NDVI = (NIR – R) / (NIR + R) 

where, NIR and R are spectral reflectance (or DN’s that are a function of such values) for 

Near-Infrared and Red bands respectively.  This calculation results in a normalized 

relative reflectance for these two bands.  Healthy green vegetation is normally 

characterized by high NIR reflectance values and relatively low R values (Lillesand et al., 
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2004).  The resulting image (Figure 3.7) displays healthy green vegetation in white and 

light shades, whereas other surface materials are depicted predominantly in darker shades 

and black.   

Two notable observations can be made on the basis of the NDVI image, 1) the 

intrusion outcrop itself is much higher in NIR values than surrounding host rocks and 2) 

thin linear features, high in NIR values, are observed across the intrusion.  It is not clear 

precisely why the intrusion is more supportive of vegetation cover than surrounding host 

rocks, but it may be speculated that this is the result of an elevation phenomenon, 

fracture-density contrast, or chemical differences in soils developed within the intrusion 

being responsible for sustaining this type of plant life.  Observation of the linear NIR 

features has a relationship with fractures seen in the host rocks.  Figure 3.8 highlights the 

linear features in yellow and blue along with mapped large-scale faults in red and plots a 

rose histogram of their trends.  The mean orientation of features highlighted in yellow is 

N62W.   This compares favorably with the average trend of mode I fractures 

(N52W/76NE) and normal faults (N52W/80NE) measured in the field.  This is 

interpreted to be a result of ‘spring lines’ forming along the fractures and faults allowing 

water to percolate through and giving green vegetation a favorable place to root.  These 

linear features show vegetation trends but they are also a second-order approximation for 

faults and Mode I fractures in the intrusion.  Larger linear features have been field 

checked and correspond to large normal faults.  The smaller linear features could not be 

discriminated in the field possibly because vegetation patterns were either too small and 

disconnected or too large to be observed at outcrop scale. 
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Conclusion 

 Remote sensing methods have been found to be useful regarding both lithological 

discrimination and determination of fracture density/orientation in the McKinney Hills 

field area.  The utilized remote-sensing methods should also prove useful in future 

geological investigations of other portions of the park and region where climate, 

lithology, and vegetation cover are similar.
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Table 3.1. ASTER channel characteristics (Lillesand et al., 2004) 
 
  ASTER Instrument Characteristics 
Characteristic VNIR SWIR TIR 
Spectral Range Band 1: Band 4: Band 10: 
 0.52-0.60μm,  1.600-1.700μm 8.125-8.475μm 
 nadir looking   
    
 Band 2: Band 5: Band 11: 
 0.63-0.69μm, 2.145-2.185μm 8.475-8.825μm 
 nadir looking   
    
 Band 3: Band 6: Band 12: 
 0.76-0.86μm, 2.185-2.225μm  8.925-9.275μm 
 nadir looking   
    
 Band 3: Band 7: Band 13: 
 0.76-0.86μm, 2.235-2.285μm 10.25-10.95μm 
 backward looking   
    
  Band 8: Band 14: 
  2.295-2.365μm 10.95-11.65μm 
    
  Band 9:  
  2.360-2.430μm  
    
Ground 15 30 90 
resolution (m)    
Cross-track 24 8.55 8.55 
pointing (deg) +/-    
Cross-track 318 116 116 
pointing (km)  +/-    
    
Swath width (km) 60 60 60 
    
Quantization (bits) 8 8 8 
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Figure 3.1. Electromagnetic spectrum [modified from EOSAT (1988) and Lillesand and Kiefer (1994)]
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Figure 3.2. ASTER color-composite image assigned 321:RGB; this false-color band 
combination produces a "color infrared" image in which healthy green 
vegetation is depicted in shades of red.  Distinctive lithologies include the 
intrusion (Darkest color) and to some extent mudstone (darker blue).  Note 
that vegetation cover is dense along parts of Tornillo creek. Map inset 
shows spatial distribution of formation contacts (associated with lithology 
changes).
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Figure 3.3. ASTER color composite image assigned 432:RGB.  Distinctive lithologies 
in this false-color include the intrusion (Darkest color), limestone (light 
blue), mudstone (darker blue), sandstone (pink), gravels (light blue on 
western half of field).  Map inset shows spatial distribution of formation 
contacts (associated with lithology changes).
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Figure 3.4. Supervised Classification of ASTER data using Bands 2,3,4,5, and 6 as 
input parameters.  Color scheme made to match formation scheme of field 
map.  Good correlation between most formations: Boquillas Fm. (pred. 
limestone), Pen Fm. (pred. mudstone), Aguja Fm. (pred. sandstone), and 
two phases of intrusion (Ti1-AFS and Ti2-AFQS).  Classification 
exceptionally excludes other lithologies (null class).
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Figure 3.5. Spectral reflectance graphs for Pen mudstone, Boquillas limestone, and 
Aguja sandstone lithologies from laboratory analysis.  Multiple weathered 
and fresh portions of each rock are plotted.  ASTER band color 
assignments are overlain on graphs.  Lithologies have variable reflectance 
values in each of these bands giving a distinct color for each on 432:RGB 
ASTER image (Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.6. Spectral reflectance graphs for alkali-feldspar quartz syenite (Ti2), alkali-
feldspar syenite (Ti1), and dike phase compositions from laboratory 
analysis.  Multiple weathered and fresh portions of each rock are plotted.  
ASTER band color assignments are overlain on graphs.  Compositions 
have variable reflectance values in each of these bands giving a distinct 
color for each on 432:RGB ASTER image.
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Figure 3.7. Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) image of McKinney 
Hills.  White areas of the image have high DN's in the NIR and relatively 
low DN's in the red portion of the spectrum.  White locations indicate 
healthy, green vegetation on the banks of Tornillo Creek on the western 
side of the intrusion.  Linear alignment of vegetation is seen in the 
intrusion trending NW.  Original aerial data downloaded from Texas 
Natural Resources Information System (TNRIS, 2004).
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Figure 3.8. Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI) of McKinney Hills.  Red 
lines are larger faults determined from field mapping and Moustafa (1989) 
(mean orientation: N62W).  Yellow lines trace linear trends of vegetation 
index seen in Figure 3.7 (mean orientation: N62W).  Blue lines trace 
orthogonal linear vegetation index trends (mean orientation: N62E).  
Original aerial data downloaded from Texas Natural Resources 
Information System (TNRIS, 2004).
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CHAPTER IV 
 

MECHANICS OF LACCOLITH GROWTH 
 
 

An evaluation of the mechanics of laccolith growth is necessary to understand the 

form and style of magma emplacement and place constraints on host rock deformation. 

This chapter will focus on constraining the forces that caused doming of the host rocks 

above the intrusion. 

Lithostatic Load 
 

The McKinney Hills intrusive suite intrudes upper sections of the Boquillas 

Formation and lower sections of the Pen Formation (See Figure 2.2).  Oligocene 

emplacement lifted an overburden comprised of mudstone, sandstone, and limestone with 

an estimated total thickness from 1399.5 to 1190.5 meters (from Maxwell et al. measured 

sections, 1967) depending the amount of non-deposition or erosion of upper units.  Table 

4.1 is estimated values of rock properties for each formation based on percentage of each 

lithology (calculated from Maxwell et al., 1967 measured section descriptions).  Based on 

these criteria a low and high value for lithostatic load has been calculated for the 

McKinney Hills.  Assuming a non-layered rock section the lithostatic load PL is (from 

Turcotte and Schubert, 2002): 

PL=ρgt,          (1) 

where, ρ is the density of the rock, g is the acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/sec2), and t 

height of the rock column.  A better approximation for layers with contrasting densities is 

equivalent to: 

PL = g • (∑ρn • hn),         (2) 
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where, the product of the density and thickness of each layer (n) are summed before 

multiplying by the acceleration due to gravity.  The lithostatic load of the McKinney 

Hills overburden rocks at the time of emplacement was calculated to be from 26.44 MPa 

to 31.08 MPa  according to equation (2). 

Effective Flexural Rigidity 

 The term flexural rigidity is used to describe the competence or resistance to 

deformation of a particular rock layer.  In the case of the McKinney Hills laccolith 

intrusion, overburden rocks are considered a single layer Figure (4.1 a) with flexural 

rigidity, R, defined as (from Pollard and Johnson, 1973): 

R = Bt3 / 12 = Et3 / 12 (1-v2)        (3) 

where, B, the elastic modulus is E/(1-v2), E is Young’s modulus, t is thickness of the 

layer, and v is poisons ratio.  Notice that rock properties E and v play a minor role 

compared to layer thickness is determining rigidity.  Since the overburden is not a single 

uniform layer, the effect of a multilayer overburden acting as a stack of free-sliding plates 

(Figure 4.1 b) is considered with the equation (from Pollard and Johnson 1973): 

Re = Σ (Bntn
3/12)         (4) 

where Effective Flexural Rigidity, Re, is summation a stack of individual layers.  Since 

friction between plates is probable, there is some calculated error in this assumption.  The 

effective flexural rigidity for overburden rocks at the McKinney Hills laccoliths is 

calculated from values in Table 4.1 as 2.6 x 1016 N*m. 

Maximum Deflection of Host Rock over Intrusion 

 Maximum deflection of overburden rock at the center of an intrusion is modeled 

as an elastic plate uniformly loaded by magma driving pressure in excess of lithostatic 
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load.  A 2-dimensional model for a laccolith (Figure 4.2) with boundary conditions 

w=dw/dx=0 at x=d(+/-)L/2 has a solution of (from Turcotte and Schubert, 2002): 

w = - (((PM-PL)L4)/(24Re))(x4-(L2x2/2)+(L4/16))     (5) 

where, Pm is the magma driving pressure and L, is the length of the intrusion in cross 

section.  Due to symmetry, coefficients x and x3 must be zero resulting in the equation 

(from Turcotte and Schubert, 2002): 

wo= - ((PM-PL)L4) / (384 Re)        (6) 

The maximum deflection of host rocks, wo, constrained by field observations in cross 

section A to A’ (Plate II) is ~170 meters. 

Magma Driving Pressure in Excess of Overburden 

In the case of a laccolith, magma driving pressure PM is defined as the upward 

pressure in excess of the lithostatic load to deform the overburden.  Assuming Turcotte 

and Schuberts (2002) boundary conditions, equation 6 can be rearranged to solve for 

magma driving pressure required to deflect the overburden (from Turcotte and Schubert, 

2002): 

PM = ((384*Re*wo) – (L4*PL)) / L4       (7) 

The Magma driving pressure needed to deform the overburden at McKinney Hills is from 

26.5 to 31 MPa depending on maximum and minimum lithostatic load. 

Magma Driving Pressure to Construct Laccolith Chamber 

Pollard and Johnson (1973) indicate that the magma driving force at the feeder at 

the cessation of intrusion is a product of the upward force balanced by downward forces 

due to weight and strength of the magma is estimated by the equation: 

PMPollard = wo ((2k)/a)+δm)        (8) 
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where, k is the yield strength of the magma, a is the radius of the intrusion, and δm is the 

unit weight of the intrusion.  Parameters a and wo, can be measured either directly or 

indirectly from field relationships mapped in this project.  Unit weight, δm is the average 

density of a syenite multiplied by acceleration due to gravity (g = 9.81 m/sec2).  Yield 

strength, k is assumed to be approximately the same as Pollard’s (1973) value for the 

Black Mesa intrusion due to similar xenolith sizes supported by the magmas.  The 

equation relates the magma volume, density, weight, and yield stress to derive the driving 

pressure at the feeder channel of the laccolith.  Parameters used for McKinney Hills 

intrusion are summed in Table 4.1.   Magma driving pressure to overcome physical 

properties of the magma at McKinney Hills intrusion is calculated at 4 MPa. 

Buoyancy Pressure 

 The buoyancy force associated with the displacement of an interface can be used 

to model buoyancy pressure related to contrasting density magma and host rock.  

Buoyancy force, FB is defined by the following equation (from Halliday et al., 2003): 

FB = mf * g          (9) 

where, mf is the mass of the fluid being displaced.  The difference between the density of 

the magma, ρ1, and the host rock, ρ2, multiplied by the volume, V, of the magma body 

gives the relative buoyancy force exerted on the interface between two fluids and is 

represented in the following equation: 

FB = (ρ1 - ρ2) * g * V         (10) 

Volume is approximated here to be a under a cone where V = ((πr2)/3) wo), since this 

most closely fits laccolith geometry at the northern end of the intrusion where maximum 
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host rock displacement, wo,, is measured.  This equation gives the relative force exerted 

upward, in the case of ρ2 being greater than ρ1, on the interface between the two 

densities, illustrated in Figure 4.3.  If this force is then taken over the area of the 

intrusion, then a relative buoyancy pressure can be calculated by the equation: 

PB = (ρ1 - ρ2) g wo         (11) 

Calculated buoyancy pressure related to contrasting bulk densities of magma and host 

rock for the McKinney Hills intrusion is -0.3355 MPa.   

Emplacement Mechanics of the Grapevine Hills Intrusion 

The Grapevine Hills intrusion is considered to be syn-magmatic with the 

McKinney Hills laccolith due to spatial proximity and compositional similarities and 

therefore mechanical conditions of intrusion are considered.   Estimated thickness and 

rock properties for Grapevine Hills (Table 4.2) are similar to McKinney Hills with the 

exception that the overburden thickness is at least 326 meters less here due to intrusion 

emplacement at approximately 151 meters from the base of the Javelina Formation in the 

Aguja Formation (Figure 4.4).  Rock property values are adjusted accordingly in the 

Aguja Formation.  As a result of this difference in intrusive elevation, calculations for 

lithostatic load, effective flexural rigidity, magma driving pressure on overburden, and 

buoyant magma driving pressure are less than at McKinney Hills.   

These results are summed in Table 4.3, and indicate the two intrusions have 

similar mechanical properties based on relative changes in size and geometry, but are 

varied due to level of emplacement. 
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Table 4.1. Estimated thickness, rock properties, and structural parameters of rocks uplifted by the McKinney Hills 
intrusion.  Formation thicknesses and lithology percentages are from measured sections by Maxwell et al. (1967).  
Engineering porperties B, elastic modulus, and Re, effective flexural rigidity, are calculated using equation from 
Pollard and Johnson (1973).  Maximum deflection at the center of the laccolith is approximated using cross section A 
to A’.  Yield strength values are assumed to approximate Pollard and Johnson’s (1973) research on the Black Mesa 
intrusion due to similarities in xenolith diameters magma can support.  Length is measured at widest par of north end of 
intrusion from the mechanical aureole on western margin to basal outcrop on eastern margin.  Thickness of the Canoe 
Formation is not known at time of emplacement, so high and  low values are used to estimate a range for total 
thickness. 

 
Formation Thickness Sandstone Mudstone Limestone Average Density E v B Re 

 (meters) % % % (kg/m^3) (N/m^2)   (N*m) 
Pen 120 10.0 75.0 15.0 2284.2 2.34E+10 0.0568 2.34E+10 3.37E+15 

          
Aguja 357.0 27.0 73.0 0.0 2247.8 1.57E+10 0.0370 1.58E+10 5.97E+16 

          
Javelina 82.5 11.0 89.0 0.0 2225.4 1.46E+10 0.0210 1.47E+10 6.86E+14 

          
Black Peaks 232.0 45.0 55.0 0.0 2273.0 1.70E+10 0.0550 1.70E+10 1.77E+16 

          
Hannold Hill 254.0 20.0 78.0 2.0 2324.4 1.54E+10 0.0320 1.54E+10 2.10E+16 

          
Canoe 354.0 11.0 88.0 1.0 2229.4 1.45E+10 0.0210 1.45E+10 5.37E+16 

 145.0         
Total 1399.5         

Average  20.7 76.3 3.0 2264.0    2.60E+16 
          
Maximum deflection at center        

of laccolith, Wo (meters) 170        
          
Yield strength, k         

(dyn/cm^2)  1.E+05        
          

Length, L (meters) 6500        
          

Unit weight of magma,         
(dyn/cm^3)  2354        
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Figure 4.1. Cross section through two laccolith intrusions demonstrating difference 

between rigidity, R, and effective rigidity, Re (modified from Pollard and 
Johnson, 1973).  A) displays rigidity over a single layer.  B)  Shows 
effective rigidity as the sum of several layer rigidities assuming elastic 
pure elastic deformation and no slip friction between layers.  t = thickness 
of layer, B = elastic modulus, and n = number of layers.
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Figure 4.2. Cross section of a laccolith deforming its overburden rocks (modified 
from Turcotte and Schubert, 2002) w = total thickness of overburden 
displaced and thickness of overburden, t = thickness of overburden, wo = 
distance overburden displaced or maximum thickness of intrusion, L = 
length of intrusion.
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Figure 4.3. Illustration of relative buoyancy pressure between an interface of 
contrasting densities  in a column modified from Turcotte and Schubert 
(2002).  Wo = displacement between interface originally at w, r1 and r2 = 
density of two fluids, g = gravitational constant (9.81 m/sec^2).
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Table 4.2. Estimated thickness, rock properties, and structural parameters of Grapevine Hills host rocks.  Formation 
thickness' and lithology percentages are from measured sections by Maxwell et al. (1967).  Engineering 
properties E, Young's Modulus, and v, poissons ratio, are approximated from Carmichael (1982) and Telford et 
al. (1990).  Mechanical properties B, elastic modulus, and Re, effective flexural rigidity, are calculated using 
equations from Pollard and Johnson (1972).  Maximum deflection at the center of the laccolith, Wo, is 
approximated using maximum topographic relief from contacts mapped by Lehman (unpub. mapping).  Length, 
L is measured from surface outcrops by Lehman (unpub. mapping). 

 
Formation Thickness Sandstone Mudstone Limestone Average Density E v B Re 

 (meters) % % % (kg/m^3) (N/m^2)   (N*m) 
Pen absent         
          
Aguja 151 23.0 77.0 0.0 2242.2 1.55E+10 0.0330 1.55E+10 4.44E+15 
          
Javelina 82.5 11.0 89.0 0.0 2225.4 1.46E+10 0.0210 1.47E+10 6.86E+14 
          
Black Peaks 232 45.0 55.0 0.0 2273.0 1.70E+10 0.0550 1.70E+10 1.77E+16 
          
Hannold Hill 254 20.0 78.0 2.0 2324.4 1.54E+10 0.0320 1.54E+10 2.10E+16 
          
Canoe 354 11.0 88.0 1.0 2229.4 1.45E+10 0.0210 1.45E+10 5.37E+16 
 145         
Total 1073.5         
Average     2258.9    1.95E+16 
                    
Maximum deflection at center        
of laccolith, Wo (meters) 121        
          
Yield strength, k         
(dyn/cm^2)  1.E+05        
          
Length, L (meters) 4024        
          
Unit weight of magma,          
(dyn/cm^3)  2354        
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Figure 4.4. Stratigraphic section of host rocks at McKinney Hills and Grapevine Hills 
(modified from measured sections by Maxwell et al. 1967).  The 
McKinney Hills intrusion is in contact with upper Boquillas and lower Pen 
Formations.  The Grapevine Hills intrusion was emplaced approximately 
151 meters below the base of the Javelina Formation.
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Table 4.3. Comparison of McKinney Hills and Grapevine Hills calculated 
mechanical properties. 

 
  McKinney Hills Grapevine Hills   

    
Lithostatic load 29.0 23.8  
(MPa)    
    
Effective Rigidity 2.60E+16 1.95E+16  
(N*m)    
    
Magma driving pressure 29.0 20.3  
in excess of overburden    
(MPa)    
    
Magma driving pressure 4.0 2.9  
to construct chamber    
(MPa)    
    
Buoyancy pressure -0.335 -0.237  
(MPa)    
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION 
 
 

 In this chapter, the following observations and results are used to construct a 

model for the structural evolution of the McKinney Hills intrusive complex. 

(1) Timing relationships of deformation observed in field (e.g. folds, faults, fractures) 

and their association to known regional tectonic events.  

(2) An elongate-north form and geometry of the intrusive suite. 

(3) A variable intrusion/host rock contact relationship associated with observed 

discordant and concordant contact field relations. 

(4) The form and growth of a fingered periphery observed on the western margin of 

McKinney Hills. 

(5) Mechanically derived calculations where, magma driving pressure, PM= 29 MPa, 

Magma driving pressure to construct laccolith chamber, PMPollard= 4 MPa, and 

Buoyancy pressure, PB= -0.335 at the McKinney Hills intrusive suite.  

Timing of Deformation 

Strain observed in the late Cretaceous through mid Tertiary sequence of 

sedimentary rocks of the McKinney Hills field is recorded as asymmetric, low amplitude 

open folds, concordant bedding orientations with pluton/host rock contacts, normal right-

lateral oblique faulting, and Mode I fracture sets.  Below I will describe the structural 

evolution of the field area from oldest to youngest structures.  
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Pre-Oligocene Structures 

The oldest structures in the field are asymmetric open folds observed on the 

western side of the McKinney Hills intrusive complex.  Fold Plunge orientations are 

concealed by Quaternary gravel deposits, but in map view the folds appear to be 

truncated to the North by the intrusion, which is considered to be Oligocene-age.  The 

folds deform Cretaceous Pen and Aguja mudstones and sandstones, which indicates that 

deformation initiated after deposition of Late Cretaceous rocks and before Oligocene 

intrusion. Two other possible solutions are also considered in the following paragraphs: 

1) timing of the folds as a result of a transpressional fault following Tornillo Creek and 2) 

emplacement related folding due to the McKinney Hills intrusion itself. 

As an alternative explanation, a zone of Mode I fractures and normal faulting is 

seen in close proximity to observed folds and might indicate the presence of a larger 

right-lateral fault that follows the large southward bend of Tornillo creek.  This fault and 

local bend in-turn could have produce contractional style deformation and the resultant 

folding.  However, a few key observations conflict with this hypothesis.  1) West- to 

NW-trending folds would be predicted for a fault that bends from NW to NNW.  Folds 

with these orientations are not observed in Tornillo Creek.  2) Asymmetry of folds on 

both sides of the fault would also be expected and is not seen 3) The folds are overprinted 

by concordant bedding deformation related to the emplacement of the intrusion indicating 

they are Oligocene or older.  4) No substantial evidence, other than mode I fractures and 

normal faulting, exists to indicate a large right-lateral fault.  One would prefer to see 

much larger displacements in both dip-slip and strike-slip components to indicate a fault 

with the magnitude to produce these folds.  These observations, constrained with the age 
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of the rocks deformed, all indicate these folds are related to Oligocene or older 

deformation. 

Emplacement-related folding seems an unlikely scenario also.  The orientations of 

the folds trend NNW, which is parallel to the intrusion contact on the western side, but 

does not follow the contact around the NW portion of the intrusion and actually 

discordantly trends into bedding deflection related to intrusion emplacement.   Folds 

mapped by Moustafa (1983) between the McKinney Hills and the Sierra del Carmen 

Range trend north, plunge southerly, are cross cut by normal faulting, and appear to be 

similar in orientation, to the folds mapped on western side. If these folds are related to the 

same deformation that caused the folds seen on the western side of the intrusion then it 

would further substantiate that they are not produced by intrusion emplacement 

mechanisms since those mapped by Moustafa (1983) folds would project well beneath 

the intrusion floor. 

Research by Price et al. (1987), on magmatic dike orientations and their relative 

ages, indicate maximum compressive stress during the Late Cretaceous (initiation of 

Laramide deformation) was NE-early transitioning to NNE-late in the Trans-Pecos 

region.  Figure 5.1A compares this interpreted stress orientation with orientations of folds 

observed in the McKinney Hills and indicates the folds are consistent with predicted 

structural orientations of late Laramide compressional deformation.  

Constraints on the timing of the folds, deformation style, and orientations of folds 

indicate the folds are most likely related to Laramide contraction. This interpretation is 

consistent with field relations and other similar folds in Cretaceous rocks seen between 

the Rosillos and Grapevine Hills (Seiler, 1990). 
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Structures associated with Oligocene Magmatism 

Structures associated with Oligocene magmatism are observed as bedding 

deflection along concordant contacts at the perimeter of the McKinney Hills intrusive 

suite.  Concordant bedding orientations are only observed on the western side of the 

intrusion, due to the westerly dip of the intrusion itself, and define a structural aureole 

(Figure 2.8).  This type of deformation is common in laccolithic intrusions, where the 

overburden rocks were vertically lifted (Corry, 1988).  Timing of this deformation can be 

reasonably well constrained based on the timing of emplacement of the intrusion during 

the main magmatic phase around 38 to 32 Ma (Henry et al., 1989). 

Post-Oligocene Structures 

 Post-Oligocene structures are characterized by high-angle normal right-lateral 

oblique faulting and Mode I fractures and are the youngest observed structures in the 

field.  These faults and fractures trend NW, overprint all other structures observed in the 

field, and are the most pervasive style of deformation seen in the field area.  The same 

work associated with Laramide contractional stress orientations by Price et al. (1987), 

mentioned above, indicates that predicted σ1 strain features orient NW during Basin and 

Range extensional deformation are parallel to post-Oligocene structures observed in the 

field (Figure 5.1B).  Timing, deformation style, and the orientation of structures indicates 

post-Oligocene faulting and fracturing observed at McKinney Hills is a result of Basin 

and Range style regional extension. 

Calcite Slickenline Analysis 

Calcite is commonly seen filling fractures and on fault plane surfaces throughout the 

McKinney Hills. Moustafa (1983) used calcite-twin lineation analysis in the Sierra del 
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Carmen as a kinematic indicator of stress orientations during Basin and Range 

extensional deformation.  An attempt to do the same type of kinematic analysis for faults 

seen throughout McKinney Hills was therefore done to see if there is compatibility with 

Moustafa’s (1983) results.   Slickenlines on this calcite can be seen at a number (n=9) of 

normal fault planes in the field area and are used as kinematic indicators for strain 

associated with this style deformation. Fault plane orientations and lineations associated 

with slickenlines were plotted using FaultKin4 (Allmendinger, 1989) software (Figure 

5.2).  Fault slickenline orientations all have consistent plunge orientation to the NW, with 

two exceptions observed in the lower right hand corner of the stereonet plunging SE, 

without regard to fault plane orientation.  T & P tetrahedral are scatter plotted in Figure 

5.3a and 1% area contoured in Figure 5.3b and 5.3c and have no consistent clustering of 

data.  Lineations not plotted on great circles are assumed to be a result of human error 

during measurement. 

Plots of calcite fault plane lineations present reasonably uniform plunge directions 

but no other kinematic compatibility (i.e. poor clustering of stress axis) for these faults.  

This may be a result of quite a few factors such as small sample population, late calcite 

filling, non-uniform filling, or human error.  Future structural research in this area should 

focus on increased sampling of these calcite slickenlines, which could resolve many of 

these sources of error and possibly represent the variable stress orientation during Basin 

and Range deformation proposed by Price et al. (1987). 

Form and Geometry of the McKinney Springs Intrusive Suite 

 The plan shapes of laccolithic intrusions are usually observed in two end member 

shapes:  circular or anticlinal (elliptical) (Pollard 1973).  Gilbert (1877) suggested that 
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since laccoliths originate as a sill then a magma spreading laterally as a sheet will always 

extend itself in the direction of least resistance, and will take a circular form if the 

resistances are equal on all sides.  The Solitario uplift, to the west of BBNP, is an 

excellent expression of this concept (Corry, 1988).  The relative resistance to bending 

around the periphery of the sill is considered a significant factor in controlling the plan 

shape of these style intrusions (Pollard and Johnson, 1973).   Pollard and Johnson (1973) 

derive the difficulty in creating an elongate intrusion by comparing the bending moments 

along the periphery of an elliptical intrusion shape to result in the equation (from Pollard 

and Johnson 1973): 

((Mx)x=w,y=0)/((My)=0,y=l) = (l/w)2       (12) 

where, l, is the length of the long principal axis and w, is the width of the short principal 

axis and My and Mx are the bending moments.  Derived from this equation Figure 5.4 

provides with an axial ratio (l/w) of 3 the resisting moment at the end of the shorter axis 

must be 10 times that of the end of the longer axis and an axial ratio of 6 be 35 times 

greater (Pollard and Johnson, 1973).  This mechanical relationship would imply that 

elongate laccolith intrusions would be uncommon. 

Table 5.1 is a compilation of length and width orientations in some well-studied 

laccolith intrusive groups, including the Big Bend group, and shows that semi-elliptical 

form in plan view of laccoliths is somewhat more common than mechanical constraints 

would dictate.  The ratios for length to width (ratio=l/w) are calculated and plotted in 

Figure 5.5 as histograms.  Results reveal that most laccolith groups have a tendency 

towards being circular in plan shape, but have variable modes of distribution in elliptical 
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form.  Why would these intrusions grow this way if it is much easier mechanically to 

grow radially? 

Control on the plan shape of an intrusion may also be influenced by the shape of 

the feeder channel during the initial stage of sill insinuation (Pollard and Johnson, 1973).  

Two end member feeder shapes, assuming laccoliths are fed from below, proposed by 

Pollard and Johnson (1973) are a circular tube and a linear dike.  If the sill initiated in the 

shape of a linear dike, then propagated as a sill uniformly in all directions, final elliptical 

plan shapes would be predicted.  The controls on circular tube versus linear dike feeder 

channels are probably related to either stress’s exerted on the feeder walls during 

insinuation or pre-existing anisotropies such as faults used as conduits for the magma to 

preferentially flow.  In both cases the controls may be intimately interrelated.  

 Field evidence indicates that the McKinney Hills intrusive suite is an elongate 

north laccolith-style intrusion with a chamber floor that dips ~ 30° to the west.  

In the case of this laccolith, and other elliptical shaped intrusions of the Big Bend group 

(e.g. Chilcotal Mtn., Fossil Knobs, Saucita dome) a feeder in form of a linear dike is 

proposed as the main style of intrusion initiation and resulting elliptical plan shape due to 

the difficulty in producing these shaped intrusions from a circular tube discussed above.  

Pre-existing structures may have controlled the feeder channel geometry.   Figure 5.6 

illustrates the orientation of long axis trends of elliptical shaped intrusions seen inside the 

BBNP boundaries.  These trends parallel Laramide age features seen in the McKinney 

Hills and throughout the park.  Dikes seen at McKinney Hills are a product of multiple 

magmatic events (Table 1.1) and are difficult to partition to main intrusive emplacement 
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related diking.  This is probably why no specific orientation of elongate-north dikes is 

seen at McKinney Hills.   

Compatible trend orientations may result by two proposed processes: 1) 

anisotropy of sedimentary layers to fill along axis of anticlinal folds and 2) anisotropy 

related to preferred migration of magma through proposed basement rooted faults 

(Moustafa, 1983) creating the folds surficially.  Cross section B to B’ indicates that 

anisotropy related to pre-existing faults is related to the elongate-north form of the 

McKinney Hills intrusion.  Bedding measurements on the eastern side (base of intrusion) 

projecting across to the western side (top of intrusion) indicate significant displacement 

of stratigraphic contacts. Interpretation of displaced bedding uses an open fold, much like 

folds seen on the western of the field area, with a basement rooted reverse fault, like 

monoclinal features seen in the Sierra del Carmen immediately to the east of the field 

area.  Field contact relations indicate that during the lateral propagation of the sill and 

inflation of the intrusion that sedimentary anisotropy did not play as significant a role 

because the intrusion cuts across lithologic boundaries of the Boquillas, Pen, and Aguja 

Formations; although it is not clear what role sedimentary anisotropies played at the very 

initial stages of lateral migration because we only observe the final intrusive shapes.  

With consideration of the McKinney Hills intrusive complex, other elongate laccolithic 

intrusions seen in the Big Bend group seem to be preferentially oriented with the pre-

existing structural grain created by Laramide contraction and probably were ascending by 

similar, basement-controlled processes.   

Correlation between proximity to intense Laramide deformation (e.g. Sierra del 

Carmen, Mariscal Mountain, and other reentrants from the Chihuahua tectonic belt) and 
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elongate intrusions support the role of pre-existing deformation controlling these shapes.  

The McKinney Hills intrusive complex, specifically, has a long axis that trend parallel to 

the Sierra del Carmen range as do other smaller intrusions.  Not all laccolithic intrusive 

suites in the Big Bend group are elongate or elongate-north, but ones that intrude near 

zones of pre-existing deformation are and need to be developed further by field 

observations like at the McKinney Hills and more Laramide contractional deformation 

characterization and mapping within park.  A prediction that might be tested from this 

interpretation is elongate-north intrusives beneath the Sierra del Carmen’s, which could 

be observed with high-resolution gravitational surveys. 

Form and Growth of Fingered Sheet Peripheries 

The occurrence of finger-shaped peripheries of igneous rock emanating from 

laccolithic intrusions has been documented at many locations (see Chapter I: 

Introduction).  Pollard and other’s (1975) work on the Shonkin Sag laccolith, Montana 

and the Henry Mountains, Utah has been important in describing in some detail, how and 

why these types of peripheries might form.  They detail that Shonkin Sag fingers have 

lengths of about 100 meters and widths from 3 to 5 meters (Figure 5.7).  The fingers are 

about 1/10 the length of the entire intrusion and coalesce towards the main body (Pollard 

et al., 1975).   The Henry Mountains intrusion fingers have similar widths but lengths of 

only about 1 meter.  (Pollard et al., 1975) 

Mechanically, the process of finger propagation expends more energy than does 

the flow of a sheet.  Pollard et al. (1975) demonstrated that the greater surface area of the 

contact increases drag on the magma during finger-shaped flow.  They suggested that the 

initiation of fingers is a result of the viscosity contrast between magma and host rocks 
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creating an unstable interface.  Experiments conducted by Saffman and Taylor (1958) in 

a Hele-Shaw cell, support this interpretation on the initiation of fingers.  In the 

experiment they observed the interface between two strongly contrasting fluid viscosities, 

where viscosity η1 (glycerin) and viscosity η2 (air).  The interface, initially straight, 

becomes unstable and increasingly sinusoidal (Figure 5.8).  With time, the fluid interface 

becomes more complex and forms fingers of variable length but equal width.  Multiple 

experiments with different viscosity ratios indicate that with similar viscosities, more 

time is needed to elongate the fingers.  Finger lengths of these style intrusions are 

probably limited by magma cooling and crystallization, viscous drag, (Pollard et al., 

1975) and to some extent magma driving pressures. Comparison of this viscosity effect 

on fingered intrusions in the Henry Mts. Group to the Shonkin Sag laccolith led Pollard 

and other’s (1975) to conclude that lower viscosity contrast between intrusives and host 

rocks result in shorter finger lengths. 

As discussed in Chapter II, the McKinney Hills main intrusive body has elongate 

fingers much like those discussed by Pollard et al. (1975).  A comparison of finger 

length, width, aspect ratio, and viscosity for McKinney Hills, Henry Mountains, and 

Shonkin Sag laccoliths is compiled in Table 5.2.  Magma viscosity estimates were 

obtained from the petrologic modeling software PELE (Boudreau, 1999). Input was 

major oxide data for samples MH172 and MH14 from Arnold (1988).  Figure 5.9 shows 

a graph of effective viscosity throughout the crystallization history of the McKinney Hills 

alkali-feldspar-syenite.  Varying water contents from 0.2 % to 2 %, can affect the 

apparent viscosity by about 1.5 log units.  About 1 % water content is reasonable for 

modeling crystallization of such magma during mid-Tertiary magmatism in the Big Bend 
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region (verbal comm., Dr. Calvin Barnes).  At crystallinities above approximately 35 %, 

PELE models tend to be inappropriate due to increased complexity of magma properties. 

A comparison of McKinney Hills finger form and magma viscosities with the 

Shonkin Sag and Henry Mts. intrusions reveals an ambiguous relationship.  If calculated 

magma viscosities for the McKinney Hills intrusive complex are correct, then Pollard’s 

relationship would predict the intrusion to form short finger lengths.  Similar viscosities 

seen at the McKinney Hills and Henry Mts. may indicate that aspect ratios for each 

intrusion may be a better representation for the effect of viscosity.   So why are the length 

and widths of the McKinney Hills intrusive complex over an order of magnitude larger 

than the Henry Mts.  intrusions with a similar viscosity?  The duration of crystallization 

may shed some light on this discrepancy.  Recall that during the Saffman and Taylor 

(1958) experiment, longer runs were needed to create fingers that were similar to those 

with experiments using higher viscosity ratios. This implies that not only does viscosity 

contrast have an effect on the form of fingers, but also the length of time with which the 

fingers have to extend.  This time should relate to the rate of cooling, temperature range 

from emplacement to lock-up, and the crystallinity when emplaced.  Temperature range 

for cooling of the McKinney Hills, from PELE modeling at 1% water composition, is 

from ~ 930° to 700° Celsius (or 230° span).  Much lower temperatures (liquidus ~760°C) 

and smaller temperature range (150°) was estimated at the Henry Mountains (Hunt and 

other’s, 1953; Pollard and other’s, 1975).  The porphyritic texture of the Henry 

Mountains diorite indicates the temperature at the time of intrusion was even lower than 

the estimated liquidus.  Temperature (1000° to 800° Celsius) and resulting ranges (200°) 

for the Shonkin Sag laccolith are closer to the McKinney Hills magma.  These 
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relationships suggest that the McKinney Hills intrusive complex and Shonkin Sag 

laccolith had more time and effective thermal energy to allow for longer fingers.  An 

alternative process that might produce longer fingers is the magma driving  pressure and 

resulting supply.  If for some reason the magma supply were to decrease, the fingers 

would fail to extend further and freeze in their current form regardless of viscosity or 

time.  This control is not testable with current data at McKinney Hills. 

Level of Emplacement 

 The ascent of magma through Earth’s crust is driven by magma pressures related 

to the density contrast between magma and the lithosphere and to some extent tectonic 

stress resulting in overpressure (Corry, 1988).  The depth at which magma is emplaced 

therefore can be controlled by the level at which the density of magma and host rock 

equilibrates.  Another factor that may control the emplacement levels of magma bodies 

are large-scale mechanical anisotropies (e.g. brittle-ductile transition zone) that can 

impede magma ascent and effectively trap the magma at some level below neutral 

buoyancy (Hogan and Gilbert, 1995; Hogan et al., 1998).  Study of the Mount Scott 

granite, OK, indicates that as magma was ascending it was temporarily stored at a level 

around 7 to 8 kilometers and later tectonic stress reactivated this magma pool to rise 

further into the crust (Hogan and Gilbert, 1995).  Petrologic and petrographic studies are 

consistent with a single batch of magma that was not temporarily stored deeper in the 

crust.  Therefore, the level of emplacement of the initial McKinney Hills magmas was 

probably controlled by buoyancy, tectonic stresses, and possible lateral anisotropy of host 

rocks. 
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 The level of neutral buoyancy appears to be the strongest control on level of 

emplacement of the McKinney Hills magmas.  Buoyancy pressure (equation 10) at the 

McKinney Hills laccolith is slightly positive (– 0.335 MPa) meaning that the intrusion is 

at or near the neutrally buoyant elevation.  The magma driving pressure to lift overburden 

rocks (PM~28 MPa) and magma driving pressure to construct the chamber (PMPollard~4 

MPa) are combined to give a total driving pressure of ~32 MPa.  This total driving 

pressure is related to magma/lithosphere derived buoyancy and tectonic stresses that 

cannot be separated from field evidence alone at McKinney Hills.  Excess pressure 

related to volatile vaporization is generally ignored due to lack of evidence for high water 

concentrations in these melts.  With such a great contrast in pressure magnitudes between 

total driving pressure and buoyancy pressure the level of neutral buoyancy is considered 

to be the main control on depth of emplacement.  Excess driving pressure at this level is 

used to lift and stretch overburden rocks and inflate the magma chamber.  Cross section B 

to B’ shows that the intrusion cuts across stratigraphic boundaries, which supports the 

argument for a neutrally buoyant controlled emplacement level because it cuts across any 

mechanical anisotropies present in sedimentary bedding planes. 

 Corry (1988) suggest that the variation of density with depth of country rock 

controls the vertical range in which magma will be at a neutrally buoyant elevation.  

Figure 5.10 displays this with some hypothetical densities for crustal rocks and weighted 

mean densities of country rocks.  Reconnaissance analysis of mechanical properties at 

Grapevine Hills indicates that this intrusion is also slightly positively buoyant (-0.237), 

and lower total magma driving pressure (~ 23 MPa), which relates to less lithostatic load 

due to higher emplacement elevation and smaller total volume of intrusion.  Not enough 
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data are available to do a mechanical assessment of the Rosillos Mts. suite, but it has 

been mapped to intrude the lower Aguja Fm., which is also at a higher structural 

elevation than McKinney Hills intrusive complex emplacement.  The Rosillos is much 

larger, around 10 km x 10 km, than either McKinney Hills or Grapevine Hills, so magma 

driving pressures here were probably the largest of these intrusions according to 

parameters in equation (7).  Relationships between this group of related intrusions then 

indicate that magma driving pressures may control the size of intrusive bodies, but not 

the level at which they are emplaced.  Variations in emplacement elevation of these three 

intrusions, once in a reasonable range of neutral buoyancy as suggested by Corry (1988), 

may then be controlled by either local anisotropies in host rocks, depositional variations 

within Tornillo basin at the time of emplacement or some combination of both. 

Structural Evolution 

 A model for the McKinney Hills field area has been created using field relations 

as discussed above and is illustrated in Figure 5.11.  This model integrates new geologic 

mapping, structural analysis, and mechanical modeling to develop a testable geologic 

history of the McKinney Hills intrusive suite. 

T0-LARAMIDE EOCENE 

Figure 5.11 T0 is a possible geologic reconstruction of the study area prior to 

emplacement of the McKinney Hills intrusive suite.  This diagram emphasizes pre-

existing reverse faults rooted in asymmetric open folds as a result of Eocene Laramide 

shortening.  The folds trend NNW and decrease in amplitude towards the west.  The most 

eastern fold axis is continuous and represents what will eventually the western boundary 
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of the Sierra del Carmen range.  Other folds axes begin to plunge as deformation intensity 

decreases to the west. 

T1-OLIGOCENE 

  Figure 5.11 T3 illustrates the initiation of Oligocene magmatism at the field 

locality.  Magma ascends preferentially using the pre-existing Laramide induced faults as 

conduits for flow and results in dike form feeder channels.  At some elevation in the 

sedimentary section, the magma and host rock are neutrally buoyant and the dike stops 

ascending vertically and begins to propagate laterally.  Various sills and riser dikes begin 

form and a central sill begins to inflate and lift overburden rocks.  These lifted 

overburden rocks are deflected out and up from the central portion of the inflated sill (or 

laccolith now) and result in the exposure of an elongate dome. 

T2-LATER OLIGOCENE 

As further inflation of the laccolith continues, the lateral form of the sill begins to 

initiate a fingered style interface with the host rock.  In cross section these fingers are 

observed at elliptical tubes.  The intrusion also extends far enough laterally to cut across 

stratigraphic units resulting in repeated sections on both sides of the intrusion.  Various 

sills and riser dikes continue to form and increase in occurrence above the intrusion. 

T3-BASIN AND RANGE MIOCENE 

Present day field observations include exposure of the intrusion, tilting of regional 

dip to the west, and normal faulting and fracturing attributed to Basin and Range 

extension.  Normal faulting reactivates Laramide reverse faults and creates monoclinal 

features through the Sierra del Carman range. 
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Figure 5.1. Regional stress field orientation interpreted by Price et al. 1985 compared 

with fold and fault orientations seen in McKinney Hills (this study).  A) 
Fold axes observed in field area are parallel to late Laramide stress 
orientation.  B) Fault and Mode I fractures parallel early to late Basin and 
Range predicted strain orientations.
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Figure 5.2. Stereographic plot of normal fault planes (great circles) and lineations 
(point with arrow).  Arrow on lineation point shows plunge direction.
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Figure 5.3. Plots of P and T tetrahedron from strain kinematics on normal faults.  A) 

Scatter plot of all P (red) and T (blue) tetrahedron.  B)  1% area contour of 
P-tetrahedron. C)  1% area contour of T-tetrahedron.  Note no clustering 
of contoured data.
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Figure 5.4. Relation between the plan shapes of laccolithic intrusions relative 
magnitudes of the bending moments, Mx and My at the ends of the 
elliptical axes of the layer.  Noncircular plan shapes require large resisting 
moments, Mx, along the periphery adjacent to the short axis, a (from 
Pollard and Johnson, part II 1973).
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Table 5.1. Plan shape geometries of common laccoltih groups in U.S.A. (from 
Appendix B: gazetteer of laccoliths, Corry, 1988) Continued on next page. 

 
Big Bend Group of West Texas    Henry Mts. Utah   
Length (km) Width (km) L/W ratio  Length (km) Width (km) L/W ratio 

8.10 2.00 4.05  1.60 1.60 1.00 
8.10 3.20 2.53  1.10 0.60 1.83 
2.80 1.60 1.75  5.60 1.90 2.95 
2.01 0.80 2.51  1.10 0.80 1.38 
1.60 1.60 1.00  4.00 0.81 4.94 
3.20 1.60 2.00  2.90 1.60 1.81 
3.22 3.22 1.00  4.80 1.60 3.00 
1.60 0.80 2.00  6.40 2.40 2.67 
2.40 1.20 2.00  3.50 1.10 3.18 
9.66 4.83 2.00 McKinney Hills 4.80 1.90 2.53 
1.10 0.80 1.38  5.60 3.50 1.60 
1.30 0.80 1.63  2.40 1.30 1.85 

10.00 10.00 1.00  1.90 1.60 1.19 
4.60 0.92 5.00  3.20 1.60 2.00 

12.00 12.00 1.00  6.90 1.60 4.31 
3.20 1.60 2.00  4.00 1.90 2.11 
8.10 3.60 2.25  3.50 2.40 1.46 
2.00 1.60 1.25  4.00 2.40 1.67 
6.40 4.80 1.33  3.20 1.90 1.68 

average   1.98  4.00 4.00 1.00 
    7.00 7.00 1.00 

Abajo Mts. Utah    5.00 5.00 1.00 
Length (km) Width (km) L/W ratio  4.20 3.20 1.31 

6.40 1.60 4.00  7.20 0.80 9.00 
2.56 0.80 3.20  2.90 1.10 2.64 
1.60 1.44 1.11  5.10 1.60 3.19 
3.20 1.92 1.67  3.20 0.80 4.00 
1.30 1.00 1.30  1.60 1.60 1.00 
0.96 0.96 1.00  5.60 0.80 7.00 
0.80 0.80 1.00  3.20 2.10 1.52 
3.20 3.04 1.05  7.20 0.80 9.00 
2.74 2.08 1.32  3.20 1.60 2.00 
2.22 1.44 1.54  4.80 1.90 2.53 
2.53 0.96 2.64  6.40 2.30 2.78 
0.80 0.48 1.67  2.40 0.80 3.00 
0.96 0.32 3.00  4.80 2.10 2.29 
1.44 1.28 1.13  2.10 2.10 1.00 
1.12 0.32 3.50  0.80 0.80 1.00 
2.22 2.08 1.07  0.80 0.75 1.07 
1.60 1.00 1.60  2.40 1.10 2.18 
2.08 1.12 1.86  4.80 0.80 6.00 
2.08 1.12 1.86  1.60 1.60 1.00 
0.64 0.64 1.00  2.40 0.80 3.00 
0.80 0.48 1.67  1.60 1.60 1.00 
1.28 0.80 1.60  5.60 3.20 1.75 
1.44 0.80 1.80  5.60 2.40 2.33 
3.51 1.44 2.44  4.80 2.40 2.00 
1.28 0.80 1.60  4.45 3.20 1.39 
1.44 0.80 1.80  3.20 2.00 1.60 
2.88 2.22 1.30  3.20 0.80 4.00 
2.08 1.71 1.22  4.80 1.60 3.00 
2.08 0.96 2.17  average   2.54 
0.32 0.16 2.00     

average   1.80     
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Table 5.1. Plan shape geometries of common laccoltih groups in U.S.A. (from 
Appendix B: gazetteer of laccoliths, Corry, 1988). 

 
La Sal Mts. Utah    Bearpaw Mts. Montana   

Length (km) Width (km) L/W ratio  Length (km) Width (km) L/W ratio 
4.80 0.80 6.00  2.40 1.20 2.00 
1.60 1.60 1.00  1.92 1.92 1.00 
2.40 0.80 3.00  1.65 1.00 1.65 
1.60 1.60 1.00  2.50 1.30 1.92 
5.60 3.20 1.75  3.22 3.22 1.00 
5.60 2.40 2.33  3.22 2.40 1.34 
4.80 2.40 2.00  1.30 1.00 1.30 
4.45 3.20 1.39  1.50 1.50 1.00 
3.20 2.00 1.60  1.50 1.50 1.00 
3.20 0.80 4.00  1.80 1.60 1.13 
4.80 1.60 3.00  1.60 1.40 1.14 

average   2.46  1.65 1.65 1.00 

    1.10 1.10 1.00 
    1.40 1.25 1.12 
    1.80 1.65 1.09 
    1.80 1.80 1.00 
    2.40 1.60 1.50 
    1.65 1.65 1.00 
    0.90 0.90 1.00 
    4.50 1.80 2.50 
    3.10 1.70 1.82 
    2.50 2.20 1.14 
    1.90 1.25 1.52 
    2.40 1.60 1.50 

    average   1.32 
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Figure 5.5. Histogram frequency of Big Bend, Abajo Mts., Henry Mts., La Sal Mts., and Bearpaw Mts. groups of laccoltih 
axial ratios.  Frequency's suggest laccoliths are more commonly slightly elliptical in plan shape.  Bearpaw Mts. 
group is the most circular group.  The Henry Mts. group has a tri-modal distribution and the least elliptical in 
plan shape.
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Figure 5.6. Geologic map of Big Bend National Park by Maxwell et al. (1967) highlighting plan view (Length and Width) 
of elliptical intrusions (solid line) elongate dike and sill swarms (dashed line) within the park.  Long axis of 
intrusions on the eastern half of the park trend NNW parallel to other Laramide structures seen in the region.  
Intrusive rocks shown in pink.
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Figure 5.7. Fingered sheet periphery model after Pollard et al. (1975) at the Shonkin 
Sag laccolith.  The most intense deformation of host rocks is usually 
observed between fingers while relatively little is seen above and below 
the fingers.
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Figure 5.8. Fluid instability experiments and theory (from Saffman and Taylor, 1958).  

A) Unstable interface between air (viscosity, h1) and glycerin (viscosity, 
h2).  V is the average velocity of the fluids.  B) Later development of an 
unstable interface between air and glycerin.  C) Schematic drawing of an 
interface between two fluids of viscosity h1 and h2.  The interface initially 
straight and with average velocity, V, has been perturbed to a sinusoidal 
form of amplitude, a, and wavelength, l.
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Table 5.2. Comparison of finger form and viscosity at McKinney Hills, Shonkin Sag, 
and Henry Mountains intrusions.  Form and viscosity ranges for Shonkin 
Sag and Henry Mts. intrusions from Pollard et al. (1975).  Form and 
viscosity ranges for McKinney Hills from field mapping and PELE 
modeling respectively. 

 
 McKinney Hills Shonkin Sag Henry mountains  
    
    
Finger length 120 to 650 100 1 
(meters)    
    
Finger width 35 to 350 3 to 5 3 to 5 
(meters)    
    
Aspect ratio 1.85 to 3.42 20 to 33 3 to 5 
(length/width)    
    
Est. Viscosity 8.2 to 11 2.18 to 3.67 3.23 to 7.4 
(log poise)    
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Figure 5.9. Graph of effective viscosity over the crystallization history of the magma.  

1% water content considered reasonable value for water content in this 
magmatic series.  Viscosities range from about 8.2  to 11.2 log Poise.
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Figure 5.10. Weighted mean density as a function of depth for an assumed range of 
densities within the lithosphere (from Corry, 1988).  The intrusion zone 
shown assumes a silicic magma with a liquid density of 2500 kg/m^3.  
The magma is assumed to be incompressible and to rise along the 
adiabatic path.  Depending on the variation of density with depth of the 
country rock will determine the vertical range in which the neutrally 
buoyant elevation will be reached.
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Figure 5.11. Block diagram model of the McKinney Hills field area laccolith and host 
rock evolution.
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CHAPTER VI 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
 

 The McKinney Hills field area records Laramide and Basin and Range style 

deformation. During the transition between these two tectonic events, the McKinney 

Hills intrusive suite was emplaced as a laccolith style intrusion lifting overburden rocks 

similar to the Christmas-tree end member proposed by Corry (1988).  Conclusions as a 

result of field mapping, remote sensing analysis, kinematic analysis, and mechanical 

modeling are as follows: 

1. Remote sensing methods involving analysis of ASTER and aerial 

orthoimagery proves effective for discriminating gross lithologies and 

structural grain and should be assessed further for utility in other portions of 

the region. 

2. Timing of structural deformation observed in the field can be fairly well 

constrained with cross cutting relationships and comparison with regional 

structural characteristics. 

3. The McKinney Hills intrusive suite has a finger natured periphery not 

previously observed. 

4. Effective viscosity of the McKinney Hills magma ranged from 8.2 to 11 log 

Poise during crystallization, on the basis of PELE modeling. 

5. Magma driving pressures related to inflating the McKinney Hills laccolith are 

on the order of 32 MPa. 
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6. The McKinney Hills intrusive suite emplaced near a neutral buoyant level 

with host rocks. 

7. Variable nature of contact relations between the McKinney Hills intrusion and 

host rocks is related to fingered nature of periphery and the intrusion cutting 

across stratigraphic bedding. 
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PLATE I – GEOLOGIC MAP 
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